
SAP IMPLEMENTATION COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Following on my previous post about Cost/Benefit Analysis Of ERP Implementation, here is the more chocolate. The
example! To illustrate the.

Routing accuracy. For a few, usually with no planning function prior to ERP, it might be much higher. If you
are offered an online ERP service, you will get a very different cost structure. If top management has been to
first-cut education, there should be no need for them to be sold. A word of caution: suppliers are sometimes
inclined to be vague about the total costs of an item, for instance the costs of training. Their objective is to
develop a set of numbers to use in deciding for or against ERP. Nothing is more discouraging than being
forced to explain a change in costs or benefits even if the total project has not changed in financial benefit. We
bet not many. The vice president of the sales and marketing department attends first-cut education. A
fundamental issue here is on whose behalf the cost benefit analysis is being completed. Method Top
management decree. In short, ERP can represent a significant competitive weapon. You also will be an
attractive partner for other players in your field of business. These numbers are interesting, for several reasons.
Provide system maintenance. However, it can be very large and certainly requires attention. Develop
documentation. The A item, of course, because it involves the people. Contingency is an easily understood
way to provide the protection needed to keep working as various costs and benefits ebb and flow. But the key
people really must believe the numbers. The project team, typically full-time project leader and also the many
other people identified with individual segments of the business. A portion of these savings can be passed
back to the buying company to be used either for increased profits or reduced product pricing which can mean
increased sales and profits. We've dealt mostly with out-of-pocket costs. Twitter 0 The famous Ford Pinto
Case is a renowned illustration of how an organization can get muddled up in Cost Benefit analysis.
Eliminating the end of the month lump, where perhaps 75 percent of the shipments go out in the last 25
percent of the month, can lead to reduced warranty costs. The project pays out in 7 months with a percent rate
of return.


